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Chronic conditions like COPD account 
for a disproportionate share of 
healthcare resources and are tied to 
inequalities

70%
costs

30%
patients

The challenge The approach
Build an end-to-end pathway that 
enables machine learning to support 
case finding and risk stratification
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1 per week

1 per year



lenushealth.com/evidence



lenushealth.com/evidence

500

patients

£3.4m 

per year

Healthcare resource utilisation saving



SafeHaven control patients

RECEIVER participants

lenushealth.com/evidence



This is just the tip of 

the iceberg…
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Predicting 12-month mortality in 

a Scottish COPD cohort

Shane Burns1, Grace Cox1, David J Lowe2, Anna Taylor2, Paul McGinness1, Chris Carlin2

1 StormID, Edinburgh 2 Respiratory & Emergency Medicine, NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde

De-identified cohort established from NHS GG&C SafeHaven

• NHS GG&C: largest healthcare organisation in UK; 1.2m 

population, high prevalence of COPD with high admission & 

mortality rates1.

• 55531 patients with COPD (ICD-10 J44* in NSS SMR01 dataset)

• Index severe exacerbation + minimum 12 months follow-up data

• Demographic, coded diagnoses, hospital admission, prescribing 

and laboratory data. 

Predictive model co-designed by clinician and data science team

• Binary target variable: alive or deceased at 12 months following 

severe exacerbation?

• Class stratified15% of data (7884 patients) = hold out test dataset.

• Remaining 85% of data used for model training and k-fold cross 

validation.

• ML models applied, with XGBoost demonstrating best performance.

• Model features and performance on hold out test dataset presented.
1. Scottish Atlas of Healthcare Variation, ISD Scotland. 

https://bit.ly/COPD_ScotAOV

Total admission count

COPD-related admission count
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Non-respiratory length of stay

Maximum prescription count

Total investigation count

Median prescription count

Sum of prescriptions

Albumin avg

Albumin min

Max neut:lymph ratio
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Total length of stay

Chloride avg

Lymphocytes min

Albumin max

Lung cancer

Eosinophils min

ALT min

Chloride min

Model confusion matrix from patient-year observations Actionable AI insights for an 
individual can be derived. For example, a patient predicted by this model to be alive 

has a post-exacerbation 1.7% 12-month mortality. A patient predicted to be deceased 

has a post-exacerbation 30.5% 12-month mortality, which triggers MDT discussion 

and prioritisation for anticipatory care planning. 9% of patients fall into this deceased 

predication category, which is a manageable MDT workload.

0.93
(51591)

0.067
(3697)

0.35
(879)

0.65
(1626)

Shapely values (SHAP) feature importance plot. Global model interpretability is shown as the impact of bio-plausible model 
features on the overall 12-month mortality prediction model. Each dot is a single data point in the train data (blue = low values, red 

= high values) and increasing distance from the zero SHAP importance line denotes stronger influence on the model. Feature 

importance utility includes prioritising electronic health record integrations and clinician-inputted source data requirements for live 

model risk scores. Model output also includes individual patient SHAP plots, providing local interpretability and decision support to 

the COPD MDT.

Our AI-based COPD 12-month mortality prediction model demonstrates excellent performance: integration of model 

scores and explainability plots within LenusCOPD “AI Insights” dashboard extension for MDT use is planned.

Experience with MDT presentation of model risk scores in our proposed ‘DYNAMIC-AI’ implementation-effectiveness 

clinical investigation will inform adoption and further evaluations of AI insight-based decision support.

Additional models - 3-month admission and 72-hour exacerbation risk - are in advanced development. 

Daily patient-reported outcome with wearable and respiratory therapy monitoring data from scale-up of the LenusCOPD 

service (support.nhscopd.scot) will provide reference ground truth event data and input features for continuous model 

improvements.

Receiver operator characteristic and precision recall curves Red line on ROC curve is a no skill model and blue lines 
on both curves are baseline model performance on the holdout dataset (reported as the area under curve, AUC). 

Prediction of alive vs deceased at 12 months following a severe COPD exacerbation exceeds published comparators, 

with high accuracy and precision supporting clinical implementation. Model performance is retained in dropout analysis 

(orange lines) when comorbidity feature set is rationalised from all coded diagnoses to a data-driven ‘top 20’ diagnosis 

list which can be realistically captured in the LenusCOPD clinical user interface







Model explainability



Model fairness



DYNAMIC-AI

Support website
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Exacerbations

Hospitalisations

RECEIVER trial, unpublished data



12-month admission vs no admission

90-day admission vs no admission

7-day admission vs no admission

RECEIVER trial, unpublished data





Predict ive AI in an end-end COPD pathway
Exemplar for long term condit ion care
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DYNAMIC-AI trial

End-end pathway

Co-design live AI insights at point of care in COPD MDT

Clinical investigation acceptability, feasibility and utility

LenusCOPD service sustained use, improved outcomes

Scale-up recover and re-orientate diagnostics, other sites

Test bed

Implement and validate AI models and other solutions within clinical workflow
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Breaking down the barriers
between tech and healthcare
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